October 27, 2018 - Pre-Recorded World Satsanga for The Kevin Moore Show
Transcript of Pre-Recorded World Satsanga by Guy Steven Needler:
“Welcome everybody to this World Satsanga on the 27th of October 2018 in conjunction with
Kevin Moore and The Moore Show. And Kevin is as usual moving around the United States
performing a superb service for people in establishing the truth about many spiritual and hidden
things around the world, but specifically, this time in the States. And I thank Kevin for the hard
work he does in doing this service for mankind and also for doing his usual job of providing
Moore Talk and The Moore Show and allowing the Satsangas to be presented on his Moore
Show YouTube channel.
Okay, so moving on to the actual World Satsanga itself, we’ve got a lot of questions today from
the participants, so thank you very, very much. And in fact, I’ve got a lot of questions that are
going to span probably the next six months of Satsangas, because there’s a lot that I’ve got in
my back pocket, so to speak, right now. So the talk today is going to be about how technology
stops us from developing our spiritual functions. And I’ll elaborate a little bit more about that, as
we go through. We’ve got our questions, of course, and then the end of meet meditation is one
that I think is very appropriate at the moment.
It is a meditation to help us go with the flow. And we always talk about going with the flow, and
there’s plenty of people who use this a lot, but what does it actually mean and how can we do it
and how can we create a meditation that allows us to go with the flow? This is something that I
think is going to be worthwhile for people to do in their own time, and specifically for people to
help them de-stress as well. Okay.
Part 1. Lecture on “How technology stops us from developing our spiritual functions?”
Well, if you look at everything we’ve got around us technologically-wise, it’s all modern
conveniences. It’s all to help us move around, do our work, and be more efficient. But in
essence, there are a number of these different technologies that are actually stopping us from
using that which we would use normally, if we were higher frequency. And if we work on
ourselves through meditation, using a number of different workshops that are available from
different authors, different spiritual leaders, and I can also place the “Traversing The
Frequencies” and the “Psychic Shield” workshops in those plus listening to various different
lectures by people, including the World Satsangas — we tend to drop down the frequencies, if
we’re not actually doing these things.
So if we look at it from the standard perspective of communication, in the days when we are
higher frequency and when we do start to work with ourselves from a higher frequential
perspective, we do communicate on a much higher frequency. We use empathic
communication. We use telepathy. We use intuition. So in essence, we can use what we call
clairvoyant, clairaudient and clairsentient types of communication. Telepathy is just a function
clairaudience and clairsentience and clairvoyance all together. Because really and truly,
telepathy is not about just hearing something or hearing something from a communicative
perspective that is based upon audio or visualizing something.
So let’s have a look at technology and see what functions of clairaudience, clairsentience and
clairvoyance the technology is actually distracting us from using. Well, first of all, the use of the
telephone, telegraph at first but telephone later, and now we’ve got video phones, of course. We
use Skype and we use whatsapp and we chat at Vivo, and we’ve got a whole host of different
applications on our smart phones that stop us from using telepathy, our communication in a

clairaudient fashion. Because the technology is there, we pick our phones up and we dial a
number and we communicate with family, friends, loved ones, businesses, you know, individuals
or colleagues within our work. We use the technology rather than using our ability to
communicate via telepathy in a clairaudient fashion. And so we start to get dependent upon the
use of this technology. Now dependency upon material function, of which the technology is, and
the telephone certainly is, actually makes us forget that we can use our telepathy or our
empathy or our sentience.
(5 min) And so we work with the phone to communicate with other individuals. From a visual
perspective, we still use the phone for video-based communications. But we also use the phone
for accessing the internet as well. In fact, it’s tending to take over from the use of the desktop
computer or the laptop computer or even the tablet these days. So all of these technologies
around us are distracting us from using our clairaudience, clairsentience, clairvoyance.
Now when we use computers to see things in terms of communicating via a video phone, such
as with Skype or Vivo or Wechat or Whatsapp, again we are negating the use of our
clairvoyance, which doesn’t always mean seeing things in the future, by the way, or seeing
things in the past, or seeing things in a different reality or universe or multiverse, it’s all about
communicating face-to-face. And the images that are associated with communicating face-toface by seeing the person’s image on your phone or laptop or tablet stop us from moving into
the mind of the individual and getting the visualization of what that person is talking about.
So we start to depend again upon seeing somebody and seeing maybe an illustration scribbled
on a piece of paper and held up to the camera, or a file being transmitted through to receive it to
try and explain what they want to talk about. So the computer and the tablet and the phone used
as a video communicative medium stops us from using our ability to communicate on a deeper
level with our minds. And so we don’t pick up the information that’s being transmitted in a video
communication as we would do, if we were working on a telepathic communication that uses the
clairvoyance as well as clairaudience.
When we start to use the phones and the computers, laptops, tablets, etc. etc., to access the
internet, then we start to rely on the internet for information, and that stops us from using
clairsentience. Because if are higher frequency and we use our clairsentience, which isn’t just
intuition, it is the ability to move into it. Intuition, by the way, is something where we get a
precognitive understanding of something that we need to do, should do or shouldn’t do, or
something we should potentially buy or not buy, as the case may be — whereas clairsentience
is about being able to actively use our sentience to access higher functions and higher
knowledge that’s available within the structure of the multiverse and through our Source, our
God, or simply through accessing the information or knowledge from other people, or simply
accessing the knowledge and information that’s stored in our True Energetic Selves (which we
sometimes call the Godhead, the Oversoul or the Higher Self — all those words mean the same
thing by the way).
So we look at information from an access-only perspective based upon a question, and we get
the information back based upon that question. So we don’t get the rest of the information back
that surrounds the question and surrounds the answer, which is what we would do, if we were
using our clairsentience. And so in essence, if we’re using our clairsentience, we would gain a
holistic picture of the information surrounding our question or our knowledge rather than just
getting the direct level of information back, which is based upon the information given to the
internet as a result of using the computer. And it’s based upon mankind’s understanding or a
human understanding of a particular answer to a question. The issue is, because we’re physical
and we exist in a physical form right now, that we demand to see proof, physical proof of the
answers to the question. So when we are using our clairsentience, we access a higher function
that delivers us the answer and the surrounding data or information about that information

instantaneously without having to show the progression of going from the question and the
information leading up to or justifying the answer.
(10 min) For instance, if you have a quadratic equation and you use your clairsentience to give
you the answer, you’re given the question, which is a numeric value and a test for that numeric
value and you get the answer. And you don’t get the mathematical progression from the
question to the answer, which is the proof of how you got from the question to the answer. And
so without this proof of getting from A to B, so to speak, we don’t get the credibility associated
with a clairsentient answer vs. a physical answer. And so again, when we’re using computers or
calculators to deliver us answers to mathematical questions, we tend to prefer those or even
down with higher mathematics, we write it down, because it shows that delivery of going from A
to B, from question to answer. We start to work with the material side of things, the physical side
of things rather than the clairsentient side of things.
So in a real sense, the computer and the mobile phone and the television, because television is
a precursor to video telepathy and video communication, have meant that we’ve started to
ignore — well, in fact, we’ve started to ignore the possibilities is probably the best way of saying
it — of being able to communicate in a clairaudient, clairsentient and clairvoyant methodology,
whether it’s direct communication with another individual, another entity, an environment, or the
knowledge within those environments and within the rest of the multiverse, or within our True
Energetic Selves (or Higher Selves, Oversouls or Godheads), or Source, or the rest of the
multiverse as well.
And so what we have here is a limited level of understanding associated with who and what we
are based upon physical communications, physical dependencies on technology rather than
developing the abilities to move forwards and communicate in a way, which is based upon our
natural energetic functions. Now it doesn’t just stop there — I mean, I’ve just talked about
technology in terms of telecommunications basically.
But what about medical technology? We grow dependencies upon drugs. We’ve already got this
issue about bacteria becoming resistant against antibiotics, because we’re dependent upon
antibiotics. We’re dependent upon things like Prozac for keeping us calm. We’re dependent
upon aspirin, paracetamol, and other pain killers to stop us from feeling pain, if we’ve had an
accident, a headache, or if we’re just feeling old and our joints are tired, for instance. We’re
dependent upon medical technology to help perpetuate our physical existence. This again
detracts us from understanding that we can through higher frequency functions of things like
meditation and working with the energetics perpetuate the longevity of our physical form and
keep it healthy without the need for medical technology.
And so we’ve started to misunderstand that actually medical technology keeps us alive, but
actually it doesn’t. It perpetuates the business of those companies that sell the medical
technologies — you know, the pills, the ungents, pungents, the snake oil, if you want to call it
that. It distracts us from using our own knowledge base, our own ingrained and totally available
knowledge base, but we just ignore it from healing ourselves energetically or psychospiritually.
And so from that perspective, we don’t heal ourselves.
I’ve had a pretty healthy life. I ignore any illnesses by just saying they don’t exist. That’s one
way of using the energetics. I also use some of my healing techniques on myself and of course
with others, when I’m doing healing consultations. And if you totally understand or know — not
believe — know that energetic healing and psychospiritual healing works, then you don’t need
to have aspirins and medicines associated with medical technology.
(15 min) And so again, this dependence on medical technology — technology as a whole in this
instance, but focused on the genre of medical technology — stops us from using our ability to

use our energies and our understanding of energies to heal ourselves and perpetuate the
existence of the human form, should we need to do so to help us experience, learn and evolve.
What about other things like travel? Okay, we’ve become dependent upon the motor car in an
immense way. We’ve become dependent upon boats, ships and aircraft, and we will soon
become dependent upon space craft as well to help us move around the planet and move
around the locations just outside of our planet as well. Again these are technologies,
transportation technologies that we’re using to help us move around.
But in essence, if we were of a higher energetic condition, frequential condition, we wouldn’t
need to move around, because we could use remote viewing, or bilocation, or simply change
the focus of the sentience that is associated with the energies that create the physical form and
relocate that physical form into a different part of the world, or in fact, any part of the solar
system or the galaxy — by simply changing the focus of the sentience within the energies, we
can disintegrate the human form and reintegrate it somewhere else.
And so again, transportation technology has stopped us from using our higher spiritual functions
of teleportation. I can go on, such as moving things around or creating things. We use machines
to create things, to cut metal, to cut stone, to cut wood, whereas we can use our creativity,
telekinesis, if you like, to move things around by using a method of changing the density of the
cells, or the density of the atoms within the metals or the wood or the stone, and change their
shape. Or make them lighter to move them around. Or make them joined together in a way,
which is only available, if you can manipulate the atomic structures.
And so we can use telekinesis and creativity to create things. We don’t need to have milling
machines or lathes or drills or robotic assembly production lines or sanders or circular saws. We
could do it by using our creativity and our telekinesis, telekinetic functions, if we wanted to
understand how to do things without technology. By using technology, using manufacturing
technology, we forget that we can create things. We can manipulate things by pure thought, by
pure desire — you know, by having desire, intention, thought and action to create a product.
And so all of these things are available to us, if we are dedicated to our own spiritual
progression, our own energetic, our own frequential progression. And if we ignore the
technology around us and work specifically with our own development, and we can create a
condition, where we are raising our frequencies to the point, where we get access to higher
functions, which we can use and develop ourselves more, giving access to higher frequencies,
and therefore, higher and higher functions, so we spiral upwards in our frequency and our
abilities and our functions. We don’t need to have any technologies of any sort at all, because at
the end of the day, the reliance on the material function is a low frequency function, which stops
us working on and relying on higher frequency functions.
So technology in all sorts, all forms, whether it’s manufacturing technology, transportation
technology, communication technology, information technology, or medical technology stops us
from using all those spiritual functions through us being addicted to them or dependent upon
them that we can use to create that which we want to have around us anyway should be we of a
higher frequency.
(20 min) So in essence, the word or the direction forwards from this particular talk is to develop
your spiritual functions, your energetic functions, and you’ll find that you’ll be able to
communicate with other individuals without the use of your phones or computers. You’ll be able
to communicate with Source and gain access to the cosmic knowledge, so to speak, without
using the internet. You’ll be able to heal your body or perpetuate the longevity of your body
without medical technology. You’ll be able to bilocate, remote view, or teleport your body to
somewhere else without using cars, etc. etc. And so in essence, liberate yourself from the need

to use material or physical functions, technology to help you exist in the physical world. Use
your higher functions. Work on yourselves, meditate, become a higher frequency, and gain
access to the higher functions that start to negate the use of all these technologies.
Okay, well, suffice to say, there have been civilizations on the planet of a higher frequency,
different human versions that have had these functions. But the allure or the attraction of doing
things from a physical perspective creates a dependence upon them, creates an addiction to
them, and so we start to lose the ability to work with these higher functions and go down the
frequencies as a result.
(Okay, I’ve just been joined by my little pussycat, Pixie Puss, who’s decided he wants to come
and be part of the higher frequencies associated with this particular Satsanga. Okay, so if you
hear a little bell, it’s Pixie’s bell, because Pixie has to be very noisy around birds and other
things to let them know that he’s coming along, because he likes a bit of hunting, because he’s
a pussycat. I’m trying to train him to be nicer.)
Okay, so let’s have a look at the questions. We’ve got a lot of questions this month and one of
those are from FN and there’s about ten questions here…and there’s lots of questions from US,
the wonderful lady who does the transcriptions for us, and another bunch of questions from ME
as well, so we have to go through these in an efficient way I think, okay.
Part 2. Questions and Answers
1. If one has had any addiction but he/she recuperated from during their incarnated life
by attending AA meetings, etc., do they still have to be quarantined? (FN)
Ah, right. This comes from “The Anne Dialogues,” because basically, if you are addicted to
drugs, etc., it does damage the frequencies. It does reduce your frequencies to the point of,
shall we say, abhorrence and the inability of the aspect to recommune with the True Energetic
Self. So in the event that one creates the demise of the human vehicle through drugs or alcohol,
then that results in the quarantine function, where the soul has to be cleansed by the True
Energetic Self before it can recommune.
If the incarnate aspect has managed to battle and has won in any way, shape or form that has
created a condition, where they are not totally dependent, but they can slip backwards and
forwards into dependency but can come out again, or can totally remove their dependency, then
they don’t need to be quarantined, because there’s a part of them, which knows that they’re not
dependent, and the desire to not be dependent as well. So they don’t end up being quarantined,
when the physical form is demised or demises naturally.
• In “The Anne Dialogues,” you mentioned that intention of low frequency like addictions
are removed by going back to when it was processed and through event spaces. Do
you mean we go back to the inception when the low frequency attractively was desired
and then the desire is removed?
• Doesn’t that change the occurrence or what we humans here call as the past? How
would be its effect on parallel lives? By making these changes such as removing the
low frequency, how does that change the experience of incarnate as they were?
Well, first of all, it doesn’t affect any of the parallel existencies that we had, because each
parallel existence exists in isolation, so to speak. Although sometimes there isn’t an isolation,
because some individuals can project their consciousness in between these different parallel

conditions. But in essence, by going back to the point where the addiction was…or if we go into
a different event space, the event space that’s being experienced is already there.
(25 min) So what we’re doing is we’re creating another event space. So the event space where
the addiction was accrued or gained, and the other event spaces that are created as a result of
that giving the parallel conditions still remain. What’s happened is we’re going back to an event
space or go into a different event space that created a different event space, because we have
another one, where we are choosing to remove that desire or the addiction. And so they
therefore create another series of event space or realities as a result of that.
So what we’re doing is we are very simplistically duplicating, but with a different angle,
everything that’s downstream from that new event space that’s created through our choice of
going to a different event space and removing the addiction. So all we’re doing is creating a
whole group of new experiences that are produced as a function of the change from the event
space, where we’re addicted to the event space, where we chose to be addicted.
So the event space is still in existence, it’s just that we are creating another one, where we
would change the start point to experience something else. But that, of course, may have
already been another event space anyway. So it’s a very interesting thing to understand here
that this event space, where we go back to change the event space, may have already been an
event space in the first place. Very convoluted.
• When one is disincarnated and he/she had desires for low frequencies due to
addiction, could this disincarnate avoid going to the light? I mean, is this one of the
reasons that this disincarnate being choose to stay at low frequencies and becomes an
entity that has no ability to digest its own energy and attaches itself to other
incarnates, i.e. becomes attachments to human with similar low frequencies or
attaches itself to an incarnate when the incarnate has low emotions, etc.?
In general, the only reason why a disincarnate individual stays on Earth is because they have
basically become immersed in their incarnation and have an addiction to certain incarnate
sensations, such as being drunk or being on drugs, so that they walk in to that body temporarily,
when another incarnate individual is indulging themselves in a severely augmented alcoholic
frenzy or becomes paralytic, and therefore, the soul has to remove itself from the body
temporarily, because the frequencies are so low and so violent.
But if somebody is already disincarnate and they have desires for addiction — certain things like
experiencing alcohol, experiencing drugs, or experiencing sex, or experiencing various different
other pastimes that they used to have — it doesn’t meant that they become like an astral entity,
where they try to take energies from other human beings, who are still incarnate. It means that
they really do need to have help from their guide and helpers to move them back into the
energetic, so that they can see what’s the effect of their addictions or the low frequency
thoughts, behaviors and actions or the addictions have created for them. So the guide and
helpers will help them move on anyway.
So even though they may be stuck on Earth for what could be sometimes classified as being
days, weeks, months, years or even centuries, they will eventually be pulled back into the
energies, higher frequency energies associated with where their True Energetic Self is. And they
will be helped to progress to the point, where they can reincarnate later and the addictions over

a period of time, even a period of lives, will slowly be removed — because as we progress
through incarnation, eventually we get the point, where we understand that certain thoughts,
behaviors and actions create a link with low frequencies, and therefore, we actively choose to
not have those thoughts, behaviors and actions and choose the higher frequency response. So
in essence, it’s just a slowing down of the process of evolution rather than creating an entity that
is dependent upon the energy of another human being or another human being’s emotions or
thought processes.
• What is the whole post-incarnate process for individuals who do not follow their life
plan and commitments?
(30 min) Well, that’s in “The Anne Dialogues” basically. But if an entity incarnates and doesn’t
follow any of their life plan — which is absolutely impossible not to, you do follow some of it —
and commitments, then they just have to come and do it again basically.
In the event that an incarnate or a life plan, and a series of responsibilities associated with those
life plans, and they have agreed to be in a certain location, within a certain family, within a
certain environment, within certain opportunities, and ALL of those individuals, opportunities and
life plan commitments are negated, then simply put, there will be something gained from the life
anyway, because there will be a different angle upon the interaction of that incarnate aspect with
other entities anyway. So there will always be something that’s gained, always some evolution
that’s gained. It’s just that those things that were chosen to be part of that evolutionary
progression aren’t used as a method of gaining evolutionary progression.
So the aspect or soul and the guides will have to get together and work out why their guidance
didn’t work and how did the aspect or soul move in a different direction with a view to allowing
that aspect or soul to progress, to use that life plan or maybe certain parts of that life plan in
another incarnation later. So basically, the whole review process afterwards will have to look at
how the effectivity of the guide and helpers didn’t work, and how the connectivity between the
guide and helpers and the incarnate aspect or soul wasn’t effective as well, and then the things
that created the possibility for these ineffective conditions to work and then how can they be
negated next time.
So I mean, this basically there could be a whole chapter on this in another book, for instance,
that identifies what’s going on here. But “The Anne Dialogues” does go into some level of
description into as to what the process from an overall perspective of the life review is anyway.
But in essence, very simplistically, the review looks at what went wrong, or what changed the
direction of the life, and what could be done to put it right. And basically, you do it again later in
another life. Okay.
• What does this mean where you wrote: “in order for the individualization to work within
a collective condition, the collective needs to be under the creative authority of a single
TES [True Energetic Self]. This means that a single Aspect can work in an
individualized way while still working within the functionality of a collective. This can
only work when the TES is in full projection of its primary Aspects, all twelve and
without Shards, and they are in the same frequencies in the same Event Space in the
same incarnate vehicles concurrently when the act of the pre-agreed suicide is
actioned.”Page 1802 Kindle?

That’s a big question. So in essence, I need to read this again essentially. So this is to do with
one of the conditions, where a pre-agreed suicide is allowed, and specifically, when it’s in an
individualized condition in a collective situation as well. So if I re-read it for you, so you can all
understand it, and you’ll get the transcription of it anyway. [Re-read question.]
(35 min) Okay, so the True Energetic Self itself is the Higher Self of ALL of the projected
aspects, all the projected aspects within that collective. This means that a single aspect can
work in an individualized way whilst still working within the functionality of a collective. Yes,
that’s true. Actually, even through we are individualized, we are part of a collective anyway.
So that collective being our True Energetic Self, and the smaller aspects of individualized
sentience are parts of, smaller individualized units or parts of that collective, which is collectively
together, we are the True Energetic Self. And this can only work, when the True Energetic Self is
in full projection of its primary aspects — that’s the souls, okay — not shards, and that they are
in the same frequencies in the same event space in the same incarnate vehicles concurrently,
when the act of pre-agreed suicide is actioned.
So basically it’s a condition that allows the pre-agreed suicide to work — because suicide, if you
remember from one of the previous Satsangas, is a very difficult thing to work out of, because
there’s lots of downstream evolutionary debt that’s accrued, not only on behalf of the individual
who’s committed suicide, but on behalf of those other individuals, who are downstream of that,
of the interactions that are projected to be there with that individual.
So all of the things that they’ll do or suggest or say or work with, that would create an interaction
with other incarnate individuals — to allow them to experience, learn and evolve as a result of
interaction with that individual, who was committing suicide — are lost and so the evolutionary
debt based upon their lack of evolution is also accrued by the individual, who committed suicide.
And so in effect, this part means that if it’s pre-agreed, it would have to be contained. And the
containment is within the TES, the True Energetic Self. And so everything has to be within the
True Energetic Self. So it can’t affect other True Energetic Selves. So all the individuals that the
individual is working with, who are going to experience, learn and evolve with that individual who
is committing suicide or the pre-authorized or pre-agreed suicide, needed to have been those
individuals, who that incarnate aspect was going to work with throughout its incarnate life
anyway.
So that’s how it’s sort of…if it’s pre-agreed, that means it’s pre-agreed before the incarnate state
anyway. So everything that is potentially going to happen or potentially going to be experienced
would have been experienced within and between those aspects that are incarnate within the
same event space and the same frequencies of a single True Energetic Self, so it’s all
contained. So what it basically means is it’s contained within one TES and things aren’t
particularly, for want of a better word, ”shared” in a negative way by other aspects from other
True Energetic Selves. Okay.
• What does “downstream action” mean?
Well, downstream action is something that happens after that which is done. So for instance, a
downstream action is if I crash my car, a downstream function of that is I’ve got to do the work
associated with sorting out the insurance, getting the car repaired, AND potentially going into a

hospital, AND potentially, if somebody else is involved, working out the insurance between
them, finding out if they’re okay, if they’re going to a hospital, are they going to sue me, for
instance, and all these different things. So the things that happen as a result of an action are
what’s called downstream. Okay, that was a reasonably easy one to sort out.
• Regarding “walk-ins” you said. It is difficult to walk in to the mature incarnate for those
who “already established and agreed incarnate existence.” Please clarify what this
means?
(40 min) Basically, walk-ins are generally, unless they’re invited in, a walk-in is not possible
really. The walk-in is usually an agreed condition, where the incarnate’s human vehicle is shared
between souls — and that’s not just one soul, it can be shared between a number of souls
concurrently. These souls can be like backseat passengers in a car doing a passive walk-in. Or
they can actively walk in and take control of the animation of the incarnate human vehicle for a
period of time and stay there. Or they can walk in, and after a period of time or a number of
experiences, the original soul can come back into control of the vehicle and reanimate it.
So in essence, if the agreed incarnate existence doesn’t have a caveat in there, where it’s
agreeing to a number of known walk-ins, or it’s open to random walk-ins, then a walk-in cannot
happen.
• Some say Obama has walk-ins in order to become the President and later act as a
President. Is that correct? Did he have walk-ins and how many? Who were they? Why
did he have walk-ins?
Actually, my understanding is Obama didn’t have any walk-ins. He had four souls that were
naturally associated with his human form from birth. And each of them had different skills and
each of them came into play, when the body that’s Obama needed to access certain levels of
skill sets to be able to navigate through its existence, both as president and before it was
president and after presidency.
So if you’ve got a body or a form that is going to be of significance in the world, it’s difficult for
one particular aspect to fulfill all the responsibilities. So it’s quite common for a number of
different souls to incarnate in the same body and access and animate and communicate via that
body, as required to be able to do the role that that body is supposed to be doing.
• You wrote: “And an Aspect that is well connected, one that has a higher level of
frequential state even when projected into the lowest frequencies, can access this
information from the TES. This is how mediums can see the future, how they see
another Event Space.” Could we be of a higher level of frequential state as an entity
even when projected into earth, this low frequency “3D” (third frequency, not third
dimension)?
Well, we are basically. It’s just that what happens is we start to lose the connectivity or
communicative ability with our True Energetic Self because of the lower frequencies. And it’s
only when we work on ourselves, or we come into this incarnation with a higher level of residual
frequency, that we can start to communicate with the rest of the multiverse, or entities in higher
frequencies that are incarnate within the physical universe, or entities that are disincarnate in
the other frequencies of the multiverse.

And so any entity that can create a higher frequency condition can communicate with higher
levels of existence, function or other entities, if they work on themselves and raise their
frequencies. Some of these entities are already higher frequency anyway, and this is why we
have the different body types that we’re classifying as crystal, rainbow and indigo children,
crystal, rainbow and indigo adults, and the various different hybrids of those three together as
well.
And so could we be of a higher level of frequential state as an entity, even when projected into
the Earth? The answer is yes. And you’ll find that some individuals retain their higher frequency
irrespective of what goes on around them. They may be influenced in some small ways, but
they’ll always be able to raise their frequency again.
(45 min) And people such as Jesus, Mohammed, the Buddha, Yogananda, Mother Teresa, for
instance, other individuals who are classified as “saintly” or of significant spiritual leadership, do
manage to maintain their frequencies or a large percentage of them, whilst being projected into
the three frequencies associated with the Earth.
• Once disincarnated, we are moving to transfer our experience to TES, what are
mediums really accessing, i.e. when Bob died, there is no more Bob? Is the Medium
accessing the TES of Bob or a programming representing Bob or Bob’s guide put this
façade of Bob for the benefit of other incarnate beings here?
Right, now depending upon the level of communion with the True Energetic Self depends upon
how or whether a medium can access the sentience that is in essence the individualized
sentience that animated the human form that was Bob. And so if you have a medium that
communicates with an aspect that remains projected from the True Energetic Self, then they
access that sentience that was Bob, including all of the other experiences that that particular
aspect has had in previous lives, and that’s a direct communication. So that’s a direct
communication particularly with that aspect.
If that aspect has gone to any of the other forms of communion other than full communion, you
still access or the medium can still access the sentience that was individualized as Bob, but it’s
within the sentience, the overall sentience of the True Energetic Self. So by using their desire or
the intention, the medium accesses via the True Energetic Self the sentience that was identified
as being Bob. Okay, so in that instance, the medium might get conflicting information, because
they’re also able to access other information from that True Energetic Self that’s been
experienced by other aspects that have incarnated, that haven’t been Bob. Okay, so that’s why
there’s sometimes that different things come out.
If the aspect has gone into full communion, so Bob is being dissolved into the True Energetic
Self in totality, then the medium accesses the True Energetic Self, which will present itself as
Bob rather than being Bob. Unless the medium asks whether it’s communicating with Bob or the
True Energetic Self, the medium won’t know. So that’s what happens there.
So it’s very complicated there in terms of what’s going on, and what I would suggest is that
when you’re accessing a medium, you ask the medium to ask who are they communicating with
— the actual sentience that was associated with the human form that they’re trying to
communicate with, or the sentience that’s in communion, or the True Energetic Self, because
that sentience is in full communion.

Okay, thank you for those questions. Very difficult questions I think, and there’s a lot more of
these that FN has presented to me, and so they will be used in the next series of Satsangas
over the next six months or so. Okay, thank you.
2. Children with autism are 67 percent more likely than typical children to have a
diagnosis of IBD or inflammatory bowel disease, which can affect the large bowel
(ulcerative colitis) or small intestines (Crohn’s disease) or both. (US)
• Does this have something to do with their composite chakra, which is a single chakra
that replaces the functions of the lower three chakras in their physical body?
• Please elaborate on why autistics may be more susceptible to these types of physical
conditions?
(50 min) Right, let me just ask the question. Okay, it’s actually not anything to do with the
chakras, it’s to do with stress. Autistic children or autistic humans in general are very greatly
misunderstood and are subject to a severe amount of stress as a result of being badly or poorly
understood. And so that stress manifests itself usually within the stomach area, and the bowel
being part of the stomach in essence — you know, the whole thing is joined together from the
throat down to the small intestine, large intestine and the bowel. Everything is joined together.
Interestingly enough, the stomach and the bowel is one of the first things that is created, when
the fetus is gestating. So that just shows you how important that is — it’s actually more
important in real terms than our spine. But basically, that area is very sensitive, and when we
get stressed, the stomach and the nerves within the stomach, and therefore, the bowels and the
small intestines are affected by the stress. And there’s nothing more powerful than stress to
affect these areas: small intestines, large intestines and bowel.
So in effect, it’s the lack of ability to be understood and the frustration surrounding that ability to
be understood that causes the stress. So really we cause their stress by categorizing them as
being what they are, and not thinking of them as being normal, or in fact, being supernormal.
And because we can’t communicate with them properly, and they can’t communicate with us
properly, because we aren’t operating on the same frequency levels or the same number of
channels as them, this frustration manifests itself in a severe way.
So based upon that, it’s our lack of ability to understand them that creates their frustration,
which creates their stress, which creates their problems with their bowels and their intestines.
• What is the best way to treat it? Some children have had success with a low
carbohydrate or ketogenic diet, but others are prescribed drugs to control the disease?
In my understanding, show them love, show them understanding. Try to communicate with them
properly, and that will reduce the stress, and that will reduce the need for any form of physical
treatment, because these symptoms will go away, because they’ll calm down. I think that’s as
simple as it is. It’s simply we’re creating their stress, okay.
• This week the United Nations released a report that said this period is now the warmest
in the history of modern civilization. Climate change is seen as record-breaking
droughts, wildfires, floods, hurricanes, extreme heat waves and poverty across the
globe. Scientists have warned that we have only a dozen years to do something about
it before things get even worse with coastal flooding, coral die off, decreased fishing
and crop yields, heat related mortality and mass migration of people from
uninhabitable areas, etc.

• Is this what our near future holds? Are there some new geo-engineering technologies
(beyond electric cars, banning fossil fuels, etc.) that we can use to reverse this trend in
our lifetime? OR is it inevitable and potentially catastrophic?
• You have told us that there are centuries long cycles and shorter term climate cycles at
play, as we and the planet ascend in frequency. But I'm asking about the near future,
the next 10-20 years ahead. What do you see happening on the physical Earth?
(While reading the question, the door bell rang…I’ll start again, the postman came and it’s a
very strange thing that the postman comes, because in this instance, it’s a recorded deliverance
that I couldn’t avoid unfortunately. Nobody else in the house, not even the cat could open the
door for me.) Right, so let’s get the last bit again.
• You have told us that there are centuries long cycles and shorter term climate cycles at
play, as we and the planet ascend in frequency. But I'm asking about the near future,
the next 10-20 years ahead. What do you see happening on the physical Earth?
(55 min) Well, my understanding is we are currently in a Mini Ice Age anyway, and so global
warming is a natural function of a larger weather cycle. On top of that, there is influence, of
course, by mankind. There is also influence as a result of animals as well, and the movement of
animals and the functions of animals and the functions of man.
So although there’s going to be changes — we’ve got a pole shift, which is in progress right
now, which is causing magnetic problems and anomalies, it’s also causing issues with the jet
stream, etc. So we are going to get warmer anyway naturally, because we haven’t got to the
tropical stage of our particular cycle yet, but that’s going to be some time in the future and well
beyond my particular incarnate lifetime.
Mankind does have a significant part to play, but what we’re doing isn’t causing the big
problems, the big things that are happening with the jet stream. It’s simply a function of the big
weather cycles as a result of the location of the Earth around the Sun, and the Sun’s location
within the galaxy, and the rotation of the galaxy, etc. It’s a whole bunch of different things
coming into play here. We will go into another Big Ice Age eventually as well, by the way. But
that’s like thousands and thousands and thousands of years into the future.
Next 10-20 years, if I ask the question — we won’t experience a complete pole shift. I mean the
Earth has moved slightly on its axis as well, but the pole shift is happening and when it
happens, it will be quite dramatic. We’re going to have some really quite devastating weather.
We’ll survive it, and we’ll have to rebuild some certain things, but we’re going to be challenged a
bit I think.
Basically, it will mean that things like flying will be a bit more difficult. Traversing the waters will
be more difficult. But at times, you know, more and more hurricanes, for instance. More and
more typhoons, those sorts of things. More turbulent air. And we’ll start to get those more and
more in the next ten to fifteen, twenty, thirty-five years.
But we’re going to go to an overall more temperate condition, I’m being told. So although we’re
going to have more — I’ve been drawn to use the term more vicious weather — more vicious
weather, we’re going to eventually come out the other side, where we have a more moderate
and temperate atmosphere. So we won’t get the same variations in winter and summer that
we’re currently getting. I know that there are certain places, where we are getting strange
weather. And for instance, the UK has had very temperate winters for a long, long time, but that
will be seen across the whole globe.

And eventually, we will come out the other side. We’ll start to go back into more profound
winters and more profound summers as a function of the location of the Earth. But we’re going
to basically see more and more weather. The jet stream will change again in its location, so the
profile will get more deeper, as it were. So [when] we see dips in the jet stream, it will be deeper
dips, and that will cause changes in the climate in places, where they were warm before, they
will become more moderate than before. Where they were more moderate, they will become
warmer. Where they were colder, they might start to warm up as well.
So we’re going to see some changes to the jet stream. We’re going to see some, certainly in the
next 35 years, we’re going to start to see some more glacial movement and more melting of the
polar ice caps, but not massive stuff, just very small stuff. But it will be measurable by scientists,
and it will add to the fuel of global warming, etc.
And in some ways, it will help us to motivate ourselves to move forwards in terms of providing
technologies that are going to make us more cleaner, because there still won’t be any
agreement as to whether this is a natural thing or a manmade thing. So they’ll assume
manmade, which is fine, because if it helps to clean our act up, then that’s fine. We need to look
after the Earth as it is.
(1 hr) So there will be a greater understanding as well of the bigger weather system. But this is
only going to be available to us, when this current civilization has another couple of thousand
years under its belt without going into a downward trend, for instance, where we lose knowledge
and that sort of stuff. Like the Atlanteans, for instance.
If we can survive for another two thousand years and keep control of our technologies, progress
frequentially, look after the Earth, we’ll start to see the records — the real records that show
some of the bigger weather patterns, and we’ll start to understand how this is a function of the
Earth, its location in orbit, its angle of axis and the magnetic poles and how they work. And we
will also look at it in terms of how we affect it as well properly, because we’ll have more
information, more data and better ways of understanding, monitoring it and collecting the
information and analyzing the information as well. Okay, so it’s going to get a bit more windy
basically and a bit more moderate as well. Thank you for those questions.
3. Can you shed light on the Schumann Resonances and their role in brain wave
rhythms? Are these resonances of the earth keys to the ‘tuning fork’ of healthy lifestyle?
(ME)
This is quite technical, this is, so you’re going to have to look at the transcription, because
there’s a diagram that’s come with it to explain it. This is all about the Schumann Resonances.
The Schumann Resonances are really to do with lots of different brain waves and how they are
worked — beta, for instance, is using the diagram that’s been given to us (see below).
There’s a diagram showing different radio waves and the wavelength in meters and frequency in
Hz. It shows the locations of things like power lines, AM radio, FM radio, television, microwave
oven, mobile phones, heat lamps, tanning booths and medical X-rays, and then it shows how
they affect us. For instance, the non-thermal, low induced currents, thermal high induced
currents (creating heating), optical electronic excitation (photochemical effects). The higher the
sort of frequency, the more effect they’ve got on things like breaking the bonds in DNA damage
(in things like cancers, mutations and birth defects).

Okay, let me just look at these things. The functions associated with brain activity are listed
below [different brain waves]:
•
•
•
•
•

Gamma — 40-100 Hz; this frequency can be induced by meditation.
Beta — 12-40 Hz; this frequency can be induced by coffee & other stimulants.
Alpha — 8-12 Hz; this frequency can be induced by alcohol, cannabis & relaxants.
Theta — 4-8 Hz; this frequency can be induced by depressants.
Delta — 0-4 Hz; this frequency can be induced by sleep.

So let’s have a quick look at the questions again. I had to give a little bit of explanation there.
• Can you shed light on the Schumann Resonances and their role in brain wave
rhythms? Are these resonances of the earth keys to the ‘tuning fork’ of healthy
lifestyle?
So the brain waves we’ve got here, which I’ve just described are beta, alpha, theta and delta.
Schumann Resonances are all to do with the electromagnetic resonances of the Earth basically.
It’s something to do with how the space between the surface of the Earth and the conductive
ionosphere act as a closed wave guide or a conduit, if you want to call it that. And they can be
generated by things like lightning discharges. But they’re a set of basically peaks within a
spectrum that are extremely low frequency, and they’re part of the Earth’s electromagnetic field.
(1:05) So basically, there is always going to be an association with how the incarnate human
vehicle works or behaves as a function of its environment. But I’m not seeing any correlation at
all, when I’m doing my asking the question, my clairsentient questioning between Schumann
Resonances and their role in brain wave rhythms, because in essence this is to do with external
radiation rather than internal functionality. There is going to be, of course, an effect on the
human form, but it would be a whole bodily effect rather than something that is creating, you
know, a type of thought process or a type of function of the brain associated with the

environment. It’s more of a background radiation, a thing that happened normally anyway. So
I’m not seeing anything really significant in terms of their role in brain wave rhythms, okay.
• Are these resonances of the earth keys to the ‘tuning fork’ of healthy lifestyle?
In some respects, they can be though. If you look at the image that’s part of the transcript when
it comes, you’ll see that if we are in the presence of things like power lines, AM or FM
transmissions, TV transmissions, digital transmissions, microwaves, heat lamps, tanning
booths, X-rays, etc., then we are exposing our bodies to manmade conditions and not the things
that are in essence natural. Although they can be from a larger condition considered to be
“natural” because they’re there. But we focus them and that’s the difference. It’s the focusing
that causes the issues with us in terms of things, you know, if we get radiation poisoning, for
instance. Or cancers through X-rays and gamma rays, those sorts of things. So I’m really seeing
that if we can move ourselves away from some of the unnatural focusing of some of these
frequencies or these energies, then that would lead to a healthier lifestyle, because our DNA
and our RNA would be, for instance, subjected to change or extreme environments that they are
in some locations vs. other locations.
We would always be better to be in the countryside or places like Alaska, for instance, or
Canada, where we have a lot of natural energies and not focused energies than we are living in
a city, where we’ve got lots of random, focused microwave radiation and other communicative
radiations as well, including those used in medical diagnosis as well. So in essence healthy
lifestyle — move away from cities and technology. If you want not so good lifestyle and you’re
happy to be exposed to these focused radiations, then by all means live in the city, for instance.
• Does this help explain why it is mentally stimulating and physically rejuvenating to be
in natural environments, like an old growth forest, the ocean tides, or other natural
environment that has not been subjected to intense or rapid human impacts or
degradation?
Ah, I didn’t read this, so yes. Yes, I mean, although the Schumann Resonances are part of the
Earth and don’t affect our mentality per se, they are natural — and as a result, our bodies are
not so much in tune with it, but functions as a result of it being there or not, as the case may be.
It’s part of its natural environment, so the electromagnetic function that is called the Schumann
Resonances are part of the natural function of the Earth. And so the human body is constructed
and is able to work in conjunction with that which is naturally occurring on the Earth.
It’s only when mankind plays with it and focuses it, that certain things become difficult. And so
this is why it is more stimulating to be in a natural environment, because you’re existing in a
natural environment and not in an environment, which is manmade and manipulated by man.
• Is living modern lifestyles impacting this resonate frequency of 7.83 Hz – after all,
computers & TVs use anything from 120-240 Hz, appliances are at 50-60 Hz (that’s the
voltage, by the way) depending on the country, airplanes use 400 Hz units to provide air
conditioning, it seems that all electronics are exposing us to higher Hz frequencies, so
is this a factor impacting our health? This graphic of Hz that resonate by various
electronic devices suggests these frequencies interfere with the body‘s own
electromagnetic operating system thus causing abnormal conditions and stress?
(1:10) And TVs now — TVs used to be about 60 Hz, this is why they used to get what’s called
“aliasing” on television screens. If you have a television screen in the background, for instance,
or a computer screen in the background of a TV presenter, you’d see a line moving up the
screen. That’s because of the base resonance frequency between the frequency of capture of

the image and the frequency of resonance of the fluorescent tubing creates this strobe effect.
This is where you get this “aliasing” where you get this line in the old days. You don’t get it now,
because the high-definition TV, which are operating at about 200 Hz now, it’s outside of the
base resonant frequency of the fluorescent lighting. Anyway, getting back to this question…
• It seems that all electronics are exposing us to higher Hz frequencies, so is this a factor
impacting our health? This graphic of Hz that resonate by various electronic devices
suggests these frequencies interfere with the body‘s own electromagnetic operating
system thus causing abnormal conditions and stress?
Of course, yes. I mean, in effect everything that we’re doing is focusing something. It’s creating
a beam of something. Certainly with microwave radiation it’s a beam. With X-rays, gamma rays,
it’s a beam. Other things are more spherical in their projection, things like AM/FM radio, those
sorts of things. Power lines are more of a spherical radiation or should I say cylindrical radiation,
because they travel down the wires.
But basically, everything that we create is outside of the natural function of the Earth. That which
is Schumann, although it doesn’t affect our brain waves, I don’t believe, does affect us, because
it’s part of what we are. The human body is designed to work in this particular environment. And
all of the electromagnetic radiations and essences and those that are created by natural
weather functions, such as lightning, are catered for in the design of the human form.
It’s just that when we start to mess with this — these different technologies that allow the use of
focused energy without understanding what we’re doing properly and how it affects the human
form — then that affects our health, because it can and does damage the body programming,
the DNA and RNA and cause things like mutations, you know, things like birth defects and
cancers, of course, and other genetic distortions as well.
But to answer the first question, I’m not seeing the Schumann Resonances affect brain wave
rhythms as such. They are separate things associated with our sentience, and how our
sentience works, and how the brain is part of a communication medium works and creates
electricity or frequency associated with the normal everyday functionality of the soul within the
body. Well, I hope that’s answered that particular question. There’s some more questions here.
Brain waves, by the way, are gamma rays between 40-100 Hz, that can be induced by
meditation as well. Good, so our meditation is something, which can help you as well in terms of
your well-being.
• Are we witnessing an imbalance of mankind due to the explosion of technology &
gadgets — from our cars, to tv's to dishwashers to refrigeration units to airplanes to
power lines to cell phones to microwave units…it seems inevitable to avoid all these
things that run at higher resonate frequencies & emit electromagnetic frequencies that
run counter to that of the earth itself & the proper functioning of cellular structures of
the organisms that are inhabiting it?
(1:15) Yes, we’re basically because we’re becoming dependent upon and addicted to all of
these different things, it is an imbalance without doubt. And we will, if not careful, become
unhealthier as a result of it. When we rise through the frequencies and we realize that we start
to communicate with each other without the need of gadgets, phones, video telephones,
televisions, etc. etc., and computers, we will then start to create another balance — a reverse of
this balance. And so there will be an imbalance towards the use of spiritual functions instead.

• Does this demonstrate that the core of humanity’s issues are linked to a technological
frequency imbalance? By issues, I refer to high rates of depression, unhappiness, ill
health (which is correlated with decreased spirituality, the focus of this month’s
Satsanga)?
Yes, I mean basically, what I’m seeing is that it can create depression and unhappiness.
Certainly it can create unhappiness if you haven’t got the latest gadget and somebody else has,
that’s jealousy. But that in itself is unhappiness. But with these manmade frequencies, we do
upset things. I mean, the brain waves, when I explained most of them, apart from the gamma
ones, earlier — the gamma, beta, alpha and delta are what the brain creates as a function of its
operation and sentience associated with the human form working with that particular organ. But
in essence, these focused frequencies can affect these frequencies.
So although the Schumann Resonances are part of the background of the background
radiation, electromagnetic radiation of the Earth that don’t affect us as such, the environment
does, because we are more in a natural environment where there isn’t any of these manmade
projections of frequency. So things like depression and unhappiness and ill health can be
attributed to all of these frequencies resonating from all of these different gadgets, whether
they’re hand-held or larger, things like power lines. And we know that power lines do actually
cause cancer, so people who live underneath power lines and pylons are known to have more
chance of catching or gaining a cancerous development than those who don’t.
So yes, it will cause depression undoubtedly, because it upsets the natural frequency of the
body, and therefore, create an imbalance in the hormones and certainly in the chemicals that
create the balance in the brain.
• What role, if any, can Solfeggio frequencies play in restoring health and balance? For
those who have not heard of the Solfeggio Frequencies, they are frequencies that
correspond with the tones Ut, Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, La, and in Hz are 396, 417, 528, 639, 741,
852, respectively.
So these Solfeggio frequencies are something that we create through song or through the
playing of an instrument, which is different. These are more sound-based, and so they are more
natural than those that are created through machines. So what I’m picking up here is that, if they
are sung, for instance, they create a more calmer demeanor of the individual than if they were
created by a musical instrument. But a musical instrument would also create a more calmer
situation than if you were receiving some of the frequencies by microwave radiation, for
instance.
So my answer is, looking at more of what I’m picking up here is that these Solfeggio frequencies
are best sung by the individual. Then when singing them, you are connecting with the
frequencies and you are creating a frequency of calmness based upon the frequencies that are
naturally occurring in the background of the Earth anyway, and therefore, you’re contributing
towards the connectivity between those frequencies.
(1:20) So there’s a bit of an epilogue at the bottom of these questions:
• With these series of questions, here is some background for your listeners about what
Schumann frequencies & resonances are and brain waves. In this description, I use the
word ‘frequency’ as defined by modern physics, and it differs from the Source’s

information that you have provided about the actual frequencies that you teach about
in Traversing the Frequencies workshops. (Thank you.)
• Background: Every object or material in the universe exists with a certain frequency of
vibration. This is the frequency that resonates when that object is hit. It can be
represented as a wave in which the lowest possible frequency is called the
fundamental frequency. Objects may also have series of frequencies because they are
made up of a variety of materials.
• Schumann frequency was credited to research in 1953. Professor W.O. Schumann of
the University of Munich was teaching his students about the physics of electricity
when they discovered that the Earth’s cavity produces very specific pulsations, the
vibrational pulse of planet Earth, later measured at 7.83 Hz.
Okay. Very interesting stuff this. But could it be classified as the Earth’s heart beat? Hmm, it
may well be. It may well be, but again it’s part of the background electromagnetic resonance of
the Earth, and it therefore wouldn’t affect our brain waves per se, although maybe the removal
of them would affect us. Interesting thought.
Thank you for all those questions. Some very deep questions and very difficult to get the correct
level of understanding of to make sure that you’re getting a reasonably coherent answer and if I
ramble a bit, it’s because I’m picking up that I need to go over it again and to explain it again.
Part 3. Meditation
(1:22) So the next part of this Satsanga is to go through the meditation. It’s a meditation to help
us go with the flow, which is something we can do, and that will really affect our brain waves —
reduce our depression and our addiction for wanting more.
Please download the high quality MP3 File to do the guided meditation with Guy Steven Needler
via his website or blog (meditation starts around 1:22:30).
(1:42) Closing comments: That’s the end of this month’s Satsanga. Next month’s Satsanga is in
November, of course, and it’s going to be (when I look at my computer) on the 24th of
November, because a few days after that I’m going to China for 2.5 weeks. So 24th of
November 2018 is the next Satsanga. And I’ve already got quite a few questions already, but
obviously, those questions I’ve got are enough to last six months or a number of questions, so
that’s okay. Still looking for some additional questions for next Satsanga.
So thank you for listening, thank you for participating, thank you for your questions. I apologize
that I sometimes have to go back over the questions, but nevertheless they are very good
questions. And looking forward to linking in with you next month. God’s love with you and the
Source is with you as well. Goodbye. END

